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Interaction Methods

After startup, the music 
map is shown...

... where a path can be 
drawn using the touch-
screen.

... which can be edited 
manually and ...

Selecting songs along 
the path, PocketSOM 
creates a playlist ...

... finally played locally 
or sent to a remote 
audio player.
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PocketSOM on iPAQ
PocketSOM on 
Sony Ericsson

The PlaySOM application showing a music map with a trajectory PlaySOM on a TabletPC

Music Maps on Different Platforms

• Music analysis using audio features

• Map based access for different plat-
forms, similar music is clustered, forming 
islands

• Digital audio collections are growing constantly

• Thousands of songs on portals and mobile devices

• Getting an overview of collections is difficult

• We miss more adequate ways of accessing music 
than merely scrolling through directories or hierar-
chical structures

• Providing new interaction methods 
with the music collection using a touch-
screen

• Enabling access to large music collec-
tions on devices with limited means of 
interaction and storage capacities

(Mobile) Map Based Access

Selected Features
Remote Control allows to send the created playlist 
with PocketSOM directly to a player located on a 
remote device. 

Streaming is a simple way to bypass local storage limi-
tations by streaming music from a remote server. The 
map data con be loaded from a remote server.

Zooming helps to get a more detailed view on the 
music map on small displays, and a more precise selec-
tion of music is possible 

PocketSOM on Nokia 7710

PocketSOM on BenQ P50
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Accessing Large Collections

Classic Metal
Feature Extraction

Phase 1
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• Features computed directly from audio 
files, e.g. mp3, wav or CD

• Using psycho-acoustic models

• Statistical Spectrum Descriptor (SSD)

• Rhytm Histogram (RH)

• Rhythm Patterns (RP)

• Range of different visualisations

islands of music pie chart

class visualisationgradient field

Audio Features

MotivationMotivation
A wide range of digital objects have increasingly become to play a cen-
tral part in many private users lives. In the music domain, recent years 
have witnessed drastic increases in size and numbers of both private and 
commercial audio collections being available in digital form.
The urgent need for adequate means of access becomes apparent by 
only looking at the sheer amount of music a growing number of people 
own or use today. The hierarchical browsing of meta data categories may 
have been a feasible option a few years ago when users had access to up 

to a few hundred songs, but is clearly not practica-
ble anymore when thinking about the 60 GB of 
storage that e.g. iPods offer. Especially small de-
vices and their limited means of interaction, often 
reduced to simple click wheels or touch screens, 
are examples where usability could greatly benefit 
from alternative ways of interaction.
Keeping the oversight of a music collection com-
prising several thousand songs quickly becomes a 
challenge for every user, a problem becoming 
even more compelling in the case of online music 
vendors offering even larger collections.
It is therefore a necessity to provide adequate 
means of access and to abstract from often poorly 
managed metadata.

Music Information Retrieval
The basic idea of Music Information Retrieval as a research discipline is to provi-
de techniques to appropriately index and search in collections of digital music. 
Therefore, different sets of audio features have been developed, such as rhythm 
patterns, rhythm histograms or statistical spectrum descriptors. 
The resulting audio feature vectors can be processed by machine learning algo-
rithms, e.g. for music classification or clustering, and subsequently in more so-
phisticated applications based thereon.

Related Work

Map Based User Interfaces
To create maps of music, different clustering algo-
rithms can be applied to the vector representation 
of the audio files. 
One is the Self-Organising Map (SOM), an unsuper-
vised neural network model.
The basic idea of clustering is the identification of 
coherent sub-groups of similar instances, i.e. pieces 
of audio, or rather data vectors representing them.
Since the SOM clustering itself does not convey any 
additional information that could help in a better 
understanding of the data, various visualisations 
have been proposed. 

Implementations

The PocketSOM is currently available in three 
different and independent implementations, 
each based on a different platform, offering a 
common set of main features:

After startup the music map is displayed.

Using the touchscreen one can draw a path on 
the map which will result in a playlist.

Afterwards the user can edit the playlist and fi-
nally send it to a audio player.

The main interactions such as drawing the 
path on the music map or editing the playlist 
are done via the touchscreen.
Depending on the capabilities of the different 
platforms each implementation provides 
some special features.

Features

Usage Scenarios

Future work will mainly deal with further inve-
stigation on possibilities of feature extraction 
and their benchmarking. Also enabeling the 
audio feature extraction and map-training 
from the mobile device is a point on our road-
map. A first step towards this goal is our online 
feature extraction.
Futher, we plan on extending the range of 
available user interface inplementations to 
other platforms and devices.
Another point will be the connection and com-
bination of PocketSOM and the SOMPlayer, po-
tentially enableing a multi-user music environ-
ment for music experience having multiple 
users listening to different paths but still sta-
ying in touch with each other.

A typical mp3 player interface

Motivation
Creating a playlist on mobile mp3 player is hard work. 
The amount of storage todays mp3 player provide 
allows users to carry thousands songs in their pocket 
while providing a two-line display.
The way users can choose music on these devices is 
limited. They can play an album or directory which is 
rather boring and lacks in variance. They can create and 
play a playlist which needs quite a lot of time. They can 
play the hole content at random, which leads to abrupt 
changes between songs.
Even devices with bigger screens do not provide posi-
bilities, they just display some more lines.

Three different and independent 
implementations each based on a 

different plattform.

Streaming
Most mobile devices have strong limitations on local storage, 
hence streaming music from a remote server is usefull for large 
music collections. But also loading map data from a remote server 
is possible with some implementations.

Zooming
Mobile devices come along with rather small displays, therefor 
zooming into a music map helps exploring the map in detail. Due 
to memory limitations zooming is available only on some devices.


